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This document contains the findings of a comprehensive audit of the Our Small Business
Stories podcast. It combines factual info discovered about the podcast, with guidance based on
industry best practices.
It’s intended to give you an unbiased view of your work, so you can see where things are working,
and where you might be able to improve.

Your auditor
Mark Steadman is a podcast producer, consultant, and
coach from the UK. He’s been producing podcasts since
2008, and ran a media hosting business from 2016 which
was sold in 2021.
Mark advises best-selling authors, TV personalities,
thought-leaders, educators and entrepreneurs on their
audio messaging.
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The Our Small Business Stories podcast is warm and friendly – a tone which carries through
from the artwork, to the episodes, to the website. It ranks highly for a search on “small business”
(partly because of its name and its longevity), but has the potential to resonate more deeply with
audiences.
The podcast would benefit from producing more frequently than monthly, and currently there
haven’t been any episodes for more than two months.

Podcast findability
Your podcast should be searchable by at least one primary keyword or phrase, so that new
listeners who aren’t familiar with your work can find your show. Apps and directories have differing
approaches to search, with most apps only searching episode titles and author names.

A search for “small business” in Apple Podcasts reveals your podcast in Apple’s top
10.

A search for “small business” in the Spotify directory reveals your podcast at #8 in
their Podcasts & Shows carousel.

An incognito Google search for “small business podcast” reveals your podcast to be
placed among the top 10 in Google’s carousel.

✅

The Google search result takes us to your podcast website.

How people find your podcast in apps - who indexes what?
Podcast metadata spans the spectrum from the minimal and functional to the
obscure and mysterious to the highly-optimised and keyword-stuffed. For
some, a title can be another form of creative expression, whereas for many https://podnews.net/article/who-indexes-what

Your place in the galaxy
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https://rephonic.com/graph/our-small-business-stories

Your Repohinc graph shows which podcasts people listen to along with yours.

🎧

People who listen to your podcast also listen to
Growing Cut Flowers
Girl Flower Podcast
Grow, cook, eat, arrange with Sarah Raven & Arthur Parkinson (6,000 listeners)
The Flower Podcast (4,000 listeners)

Your audience

⚠

This podcast has not published an episode in the last 45 days.
Podcasts are considered “active” when they have published an episode within the last
45 days. Inactive feds are checked less frequently by podcast apps.

We can only provide audience information on active podcasts.

Your closest competitor’s audience
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🫂

These are estimates based on a number of data points, provided by Repohinc:
Listeners per episode: 6,000
Listener engagement: high
Audience location: UK
YouTube: 39.3k subscribers, 7.1m views
Facebook: 52k followers
Twitter: 27.3k followers
Instagram: 170k followers

Your Apple Podcasts chart positions

💹

#140 in the UK for Entrepreneurship
#145 in Norway for Entrepreneurship

Subscribers and followers
Castbox: 23
TuneIn: 5
PodBean: 5
Podcast Addict: 3
The Podcast App: 2
Podcast Republic: 1

Directory listings
Your podcast can be found in the following directories and apps:
Amazon Music

Goodpods

Podcast Addict

Anghami

Google Podcasts

Podcast Index

Apple Podcasts

iVoox

Podchaser

Audacy

JioSaavn

Radio Public

Castbox

Listen Notes

Spotify

Deezer

Player FM

Stitcher

Gaana

Pocket Casts
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Recommendations
Anghami began its life in Lebanon in 2011 as the “first legal streaming platform” for the
Arab world. They now cover digital distribution for music, as well as providing a podcast
listening experience.
Submit your feed at https://www.anghami.com/addpodcast.

Gaana is one of India’s answers to Spotify, boasting over 200 million monthly users.
Submit your feed at https://podcasts.gaana.com/feed/create.

Goodpods is a podcast player that aims to be more like “Goodreads for podcasts”. It’s
aimed more at the casual listener, who’s perhaps unaware that there’s an alternative to
the Apple Podcasts and Spotify.
Submit your feed via the GoodPods app, at https://linktr.ee/Goodpods.

JioSaavn is one of India’s answers to Spotify, boasting over 100 million monthly users.
Submit your feed at https://yourcast.jiosaavn.com/add_podcast.

Metadata review

✅
✅
✅
⚠

The name positions the podcast well in search, and neatly describes the podcast.

The artwork is friendly and easy to spot at a smaller scale, but could benefit from a
simpler typeface so that readability isn’t lost when viewed as a thumbnail.

The description is clear and concise, and gives prospective listeners a solid
understanding of what they can expect to hear.

The description could be easier to read on a mobile device.
Currently it presents as a single, long paragraph. Consider breaking the text up, with no
more than two sentences per paragraph. This makes the text easier to follow on a
smaller screen.
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⚠

Your podcast feed does not point to your podcast website.
Your website (ourbusinessstories.com) is not listed as the podcast’s website URL.
Instead, your media host’s website is listed. Listing the correct podcast website in your
fed is important for listeners who want more information, as they can tap the “Podcast
website” link and go through to your website, where you can invite them to take action
that benefits your work. Contact your media host’s support team for information on
correctly setting your website address in your feed.

Content review
The following is a detailed review of your latest three episodes.

@July 5, 2022 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

For existing listeners who follow the flower industry, this episode contains a story they can draw
learnings from. However, for a podcast that wants to reach a broader audience, it might be a little
narrowly-focused, as there aren’t as many learnings that other business owners can take away.

⚠

First impressions count
The episode beings with a cold open featuring the guest. However, the audio is slightly
cut off at the last syllable, which makes the transition into the intro feel a little clunky
and out-of-sorts.

⚠

Audio is a bit over-modulated
This means that voices are loud, with compression and limiting applied to stop them
from clipping (sounding distorted). This means that some of the natural highs and lows
in human speech is lost, and that breath sounds are very loud. This can be distracting.
Consider using plugins like Waves’ Vocal Rider and DeBreath (plugins like these are
often on sale). These will help ensure that voices are still loud and punchy, but without
being overdriven.
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⚠

Watch out for cross-talk
Cross-talk (two or more people talking at the same time) is common in remote
interviews, especially when there’s a bit of Internet delay. Make sure that each person’s
voice is recorded to a separate WAV file (here’s how to do this in Zoom). With the
voices separated, it’s easy to use editing software to remove cross-talk. It takes a little
longer, but it dramatically reduces distraction and makes the listening experience more
pleasant.

⚠

The description for this episode lists show notes at a different address
Show notes should always be added to your episode’s Description field, so that
listeners can read them in their phones, as they’re unlikely to visit a separate website
while listening.

💡

The intro-to-interview transition
Finish your intro by teeing up your guest, so that the next voice we hear is your guest’s.
This sounds more fluid and pacy than finishing the intro, then welcoming the guest. A
good example is “This week, I spoke with Dr Susan Peters. We started by discussing
her route to becoming a GP”. The next voice would then be Susan’s.

💡

Filler words, sentence fragments, and mouth noises
Filler words like “um” and “y’know” are natural parts of human speech, but too much
can disrupt the flow of conversation. Similarly, mouth noises like lip smacking can
become distracting. Consider using software like Descript to remove filler words and
sentence fragments or false starts. Also look for lip smacks in the waveform, and cut
some of those out.

💡

Active listening
When we’re in person, active listening noises (”mmm”, “yeah”, etc) are a natural part of
communication and show that you’re engaged in the conversation. However when we
can only hear voices, they can be a bit distracting and can pull focus away from the
person speaking. Using apps like Zoom or Riverside mean you can indicate your
interest visually by nodding. But if it’s a habit that’s hard to break, consider removing
some of them in your editing software (provided you have each person’s voice on a
separate track).
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💡

Call to action
It’s always great to point listeners to guests’ online presences, but the podcast should
also serve you. Adding a call-to-action invites the listener to take an action that can
benefit you or the podcast. For example: “If you enjoyed this episode, please share it
with someone who needs to hear it”. Or “To find out when the next episode is ready, or
if you’re interested in becoming a guest, please sign up to our mailing list”.

💡

Show notes
Show notes serve two purposes: enticing a casual browser to listen to the episode, and
providing more information once they’re listening. A great formula for this is to open
with a short sentence that sets up tension (perhaps something that challenges a
commonly-held belief), then explains how the episode will resolve that tension (”This is
the insight that drove writer and coach Alex Jameson to…” etc). In a second paragraph,
summarise the guest’s bio in a couple of sentences.

What are podcast show notes?
The term "show notes" is confusing. Some think of show notes as the
document you work on with your co-host in Google Docs. For others it's just a
simple summary with a list of bullet-points. Some other terms you'll have heard
https://origin.fm/blog/shownotes/

@June 7, 2022 Consectetur adipiscing elit

This episode contained clear takeaways for listeners to improve their creative confidence. The
host asked questions that led to these insights, and the structure of the book gave a useful
backbone to the conversation. A way to cement these learnings even more would be to add a
“key takeaways” section to the episode’s show notes and to talk about them in the post-interview
segment.
Some of the same findings and recommendations from previous episodes will apply here also, but
we’ve removed them to avoid repetition.
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⚠

Guest audio quality can be improved
The guest’s audio is of poor quality as their Internet connection isn’t stable. This causes
frequent moments where audio is distorted or stretched out, which is distracting to the
listener. Consider using Riverside or SquadCast to record remote interviews, as these
tools record audio on each person’s computer, sending data up to the cloud periodically.
This means that if a guest’s Internet connection becomes unstable, other participants
will hear it on the call, but the finished recording won’t be affected. It ultimately results in
higher quality audio, fewer distractions, and more listener attention.

⚠

Remove Internet lag
Lag is caused by a number of factors, from someone’s proximity to their wifi router, to
their Internet connection, to the service being used to conduct the conversation. These
pregnant pauses in-between someone finishing a sentence and the next person picking
it up contribute to a stilted and less natural-sounding, free-flowing conversation. It’s
difficult to eliminate lag so the best thing to do is edit it out. Tools like Descript can help
remove long pauses, but you can often spot them with the naked eye in a traditional
audio editor.

⚠

Avoid referencing the video during the conversation
Podcasts are an audio medium. Video is a handy way to aid discoverability, and clearly
they’re a valuable part of the podcasting landscape. However, audio is the primary
medium, so try and avoid making references to “viewers” or asking the guest to show
something on camera, as this alienates the majority of listeners who can’t see what’s
being talked about.

💡

Consider replacing the canned intro
After the cold open, each episode begins with a piece of music and a short, canned
intro. Since this is fairly short, you don’t save much time by using it and not recording a
fresh one each time. It’s important to open each episode with a natural intro, as intros
that sound canned aren’t enjoyed by listeners, and are likely to be skipped. A cleaner
intro might be “Welcome to Our Business Stories, the show that brings you discussions
that will help you along your entrepreneurial journey. This week, I spoke with…”.

@May 3, 2022 Quisque vestibulum lorem non pellentesque pellentesque
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This episode contains clear and actionable advice, delivered in a non-scary way. The host does a
great job of asking the guest to explain terms-of-art or jargon, to help the listener understand what
they mean. There are links to resources the listener can follow up on, which ideally would be in
the episode description.
Some of the same findings and recommendations from previous episodes will apply here also, but
we’ve removed them to avoid repetition.

💡

So…yeah
Watch out for those moments where the guest drifts off. You can help your guest sound
their smartest by editing out those soft landings at the end of sentences.

💡

A conversation turned up a notch
Podcast interviews are at their best when they’re natural conversations. But to
maximise the pacing of episodes and make sure they’re packed full of value, you can
remove some of the small talk that happens on the call. Also watch out for those
moments where cross-talk means you have to ask a question again. Editing can help
smooth these wrinkles out of conversations, so they flow naturally but are packed full of
value with minimal fluff.

Website review

✅
✅
⚠

The domain name is closely aligned to the title of the podcast, so it’s easy to remember
and to type.

The website is friendly, with easy-to-read copy.

Consider increasing the contrast between the text and the background. Lower-contrast
text can appear faint at a distance or for viewers with visual impairments. This is
especially pronounced in the episode descriptions on the homepage.
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⚠

The single “Listen” button appears above the fold (the visitor has to scroll a significant
portion down the page to find it). This points to Apple Podcasts, which most people
don’t have access to (in the UK and Europe, Android phones are far more prevalent).
Consider replacing this button with two: one for Apple Podcasts, and one for Spotify.

⚠

The website says that we can hear conversations every Tuesday, however the podcast

⚠

The benefit to subscribing to the newsletter isn’t clear. To attract more subscribers,

is monthly.

consider giving visitors a clear sense of what they can expect to find – ideally this
should be something they can’t get by listening, like extra links and resources, or the
opportunity to be a guest.

⚠

The “Subscribe to podcast” section in the per-episode pages is also worth addressing.
Consider changing that to “Follow the podcast” in-line with current verbiage, and
replace the single “Subscribe” buttons with two: one for Apple Podcasts, and one for
Spotify. You might also consider explaining that the benefit to following the podcast is
that new episodes arrive on listeners’ devices when they’re ready (meaning they don’t
have to keep checking the website).

💡
💡

Consider copying some more reviews from Apple Podcasts into the Reviews section on
the homepage, to keep it fresh.

It’s a great idea to give visitors a taste of what they’ll hear, so think about putting your
latest episode – or a particularly valuable one that represents your show – on your
homepage, above the fold. Then, add buttons for Apple and Spotify beneath it.

💡

Consider putting the newsletter signup form in your episode pages.

Attracting more listeners

💡

Keep your episode titles clear, consistent, and demonstrating value. You can remove
the guest’s name from the episode title and add it to the author tag. Then write a
headline that makes missing the episode unthinkable.
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Write Better Headlines: Headline Analyzer From CoSchedule - @CoSchedule
The Headline Analyzer that will score your overall headline quality and rate its ability to
result in social shares, increased traffic, and SEO value.
https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer

💡

Create, or go back to, your listener persona. This will help you determine how well your
content is serving the audience you want to serve. Think about where they hang out
online, and what other podcasts they listen to.

SparkToro | Market Research & Audience Intelligence for Everyone
Instantly discover what your audience reads, watches, listens-to, and follows.
Forget expensive surveys or time-consuming research. SparkToro identifies
your customers' biggest sources of influence, and the hidden gems-so you can
https://sparktoro.com/

💡

Add a clear call-to-action to your episodes so that people remember to share what

💡

Consider a break in your episodes where you can address the listener personally, ask

they’ve heard with someone else.

for and read feedback or follow-up from previous episodes. People love to hear their
names said on podcasts, and if you don’t have any feedback right now, you can use
your Apple Podcasts reviews. This segment is also where you can invite the listener to
join your community or newsletter, before returning to the interview.

💡
💡

Word-of-mouth is the best way to grow your podcast. What other podcasts in your niche
can you apply to be a guest on?

Create a custom pod.link URL that makes following your podcast easy, regardless of
the listener’s app.

Podcast Reviews: How to Grow Your Audience - Castos
Podcast reviews are genuine opinions from past listeners. New listeners rely
on them to decide whether your show is worth their time. They give your
podcast social proof and credibility, so new listeners don't have to take your
https://castos.com/podcast-reviews/

Other notes and considerations
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The podcast appears to be aimed at small businesses of all sectors, however the conversations
revolve mainly around horticulture.
If you want to appeal to more small business owners, it would be worth widening the pool of
potential guests and making space for different sorts of conversations that can apply to different
businesses.
However, you might be able to create deeper impact by further defining the podcast’s niche so
that it serves florists, growers, and other members horticultural businesses.
You have a newsletter, which is a great way of growing your business. However, it isn’t mentioned
in the last three episodes, and – as detailed above – there isn’t a clear benefit given.
A minor point: sometimes, there’s reference to “podcast” where the word “episode” is correct. The
word “podcast” refers to a series, not to individual episodes. So for example, the phrase “next
podcast” should read “next episode”.

Ratings and reviews
Your podcast has an average
Spotify.

★★★★★ rating on Apple Podcasts, and is as yet unrated on

Latest reviews from Apple Podcasts

★★★★★ Loving this podcast @April 5, 2022

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Quisque vestibulum
lorem non pellentesque pellentesque. Nam venenatis placerat orci, ac
fermentum lectus pharetra id. Nunc ac pharetra nisl, sed ultrices eros.

★★★★★ Love! @March 30, 2022

Sed aliquam tristique est, ac ultricies velit efficitur quis. Quisque facilisis
consequat eleifend. Nulla facilisi. Donec dignissim justo et lectus faucibus
laoreet. Morbi nec tempus mauris.

★★★★★ Titles @March 27, 2022

Maecenas at elementum neque, et finibus velit. Donec commodo ornare
ultrices. Donec aliquet orci nulla, id faucibus lorem varius vitae.

★★★★★ Inspiring and entertaining, a listening must. @March 18,

2022
Suspendisse et erat tempus, malesuada velit tempus, gravida velit. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst.

Technical checks
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✅
✅
✅
🚮

Your feed can be found at

https://feeds.buzzsprout.com/1666168.rss

.

Your feed is delivered securely.

Your feed is delivered quickly.

Your podcast is listed under the Entrepreneurship and Marketing subcategories of the
Business category, as well as within the Business category itself. Although Apple
allows listing of a podcast in up to three categories, only the first is considered the
podcast’s main category. Because you’re already listed in Entrepreneurship and
Marketing, you probably don’t also need to be listed in Business, although it doesn’t
do your feed any harm.

✅
✅
✅
✅
✅

Your feed is set to episodic, which is appropriate for your style of content.

Your artwork is under 500kb in size, which is perfect as Apple recommends artwork be
lo larger than 500kb.

Your artwork is at the maximum supported size of 3000x3000 pixels.

Your most recent episode is a mono MP3 file encoded at 96kbps, which is perfect for
your style of content.

Your most recent episode is mastered to -19.2 LUFS, which is perfect for mono audio.

What next?
Book an appointment to discuss the audit, to get one-to-one support in implementing the advice
and guidance in this PDF.

👇
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Comprehensive podcast audit call - Mark Steadman
Let's book a call to help you implement the advice and guidance in your
comprehensive audit.
https://calendly.com/originpodcasts/comprehensive-audit
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